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Overview of years of research regarding energy 
anomalies from abrupt electrical discharges in 
water, mist and fog suggest surprisingly easy 
technology for new energy: Mimic a thunderclap 
in the cylinder of an internal combustion engine. 
The plasma from the electrical discharge sur-
rounds each microscopic water droplet, which 
pinches from electrostriction into a torus to guide 
the plasma into a vortex ring or “plasmoid.” Ken 
Shoulders’ lifetime research demonstrated en-
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Ball lightning is a quantum object that possesses 
unusual properties which can be used in free en-
ergy generation, electronics, communications, 
propulsion, military, biology. Ball lightning is a 
giant macro-atom composed by 2-D positively 
charged nucleus and electron shell/cloud around 
it. Ball lightning possesses three basic quantum 
properties: constant quantum temperature of its 
nucleus, nucleus - black hole (no space beneath 
its closed 2-D surface), quantum electrons form-
ing 2-D shells around its nucleus. All of these 
unusual quantum properties can be used in 
practice. The science of ball lightning and tech-
nologies based on its quantum properties will 
change our universal paradigm and impact our 
everyday life.
Some scientists interested in this unusual natu-
ral phenomenon consider ball lightning as stable 
plasma formation – plasmoid – which obey all 
known physical laws. However, ball lightning is 
not a plasma formation! It is a quantum object... 
one, unique, without internal 3-D composition 
and structure, obeying only quantum limitations, 
ignoring/violating in some special conditions 
some universal physical laws! 
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ergy anomalies from such forms which include 
propulsive self-acceleration like an Alcubierre 
warp drive. An abrupt capacitive discharge 
through a wide plasma spark plug yields thou-
sands of these entities per down stroke, which 
manifests a huge excess force on the piston.
HHO researchers unwittingly created these mi-
croscopic forms in electrolyzers as nanobubbles, 
which are surprisingly stable. Nanobubbles form 
on electrolysis plates, but typically grow into 
unstable microbubbles, which burst to yield 
molecular hydrogen. However, if the electrode 
surface is conditioned to form microchannels 
during a gradual buildup of residue (salt or elec-
trolyte), nanobubbles of hydrogen detach before 
they grow too large. Stable nanobubbles are the 
important component of the gas, for they are the 
basis for abundant micros plasmoid formation.

Research into lightning storms and how water 
molecules behave in charged fields led H2G to 
discover a new process of clean energy that can 
benefit the world. This new H2G technology 
has nothing to do with inefficient electrolysis 
devices, widely hyped on the internet. It does 
not extract hydrogen or oxygen from water, or 
use high, 20-80 amps, of power  just to gain a 
few miles from a gallon of gas. The H2G wa-
ter to fuel process has nothing in common with 
centuries old electrolysis. The new H2G process 
uses less than 180 milliamps of input power. It 
runs an engine 97% on water and will soon offer 
100% clean water-fuel.
The H2G black box technology extracts energy 
from water. It works on a molecular level, similar 
to lightning exploding inside thunder clouds. It is 
so efficient, it can use a small 9 volt radio battery 
to convert water into a clean burning fuel. This 
breakthrough technology developed at H2G, of-
fers the least expensive and cleanest source of 
energy on the planet. It converts water to fuel in 
real time, on demand, as needed. Here today!... 
it can provide clean fuel for any engine that cur-
rently uses hydrocarbon based fuels. 
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